
 

 

Unifilter foam air filter servicing guide. 
Step by Step instructions. 

Step 1. You will need “Unifilter Filter Fix” filter oil, “Unifilter 
Foam Filter Cleaner” (this is a citrus based cleaner) alternatively 
use Mineral Turpentine, Pressure spray bottle, 2 x  servicing 
buckets, latex gloves, two cleaning rags, sealing grease (mineral 
based is the best to use) 

  

Step 2. After putting on the latex gloves, 
pour the “Filter Cleaner” into the pressure 
spray bottle and spray the dirty filter both 
inside and out. Massage the cleaner 
through the filter.  

 

Step 3. Rinse foam in clean bucket of water to remove the dirt. If the filter is still dirty repeat this step. 

Step 4. After the filter is completely 
clean hang the filter up to dry. The filter 
needs to be 100% dry before re-oiling. 
If the filter is not completely dry the 
filter oil can hold the moisture in the 
foam and cause it to rot!  
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Step 5. Boil some water in a kettle, pour the hot 
water into a bucket and sit the bottle of Unifilter 
“Filter Fix” foam air filter oil in the hot water for a 
few minutes. (similar to a babies bottle) This 
warms the filter oil up and makes it easier to use.  

Step 6.Once the filter is completely dry. Pour the warm filter oil over the filter. (Hold the 
filter over a clean bucket and completely cover the filter with filter oil) This allows you to 
pour all the excess oil back in the bottle. When you have covered the filter inside and out 
massage and squeeze the filter oil through the filter. Squeeze as much oil out of the filter as 
possible. “Never ring the filter as it can cause it to go out of shape”  

Step 7. Wrap the filter tightly  in an absorbent 
towel or cloth for 20 mins to draw any excess 
oil out of the filter.  

Step 8. Smear some grease on the base of the 
sealing foam where it contacts the air box. 
“Mineral based high temperature bearing 
grease” is the best to use for this.  

Step 9. The filter is now cleaned & re-oiled 
ready for use. 
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